pressures and an apparent boom economy, the New York Times (to take her prime source) had, by the early sixties, largely adopted the conceit, common to contemporary social science, of the United States as a "classless" society. To be sure, the reemergence of a Marxist-identified Left amid the student, African American, and antiwar movements of the 1960s did lead to a modest uptick in journalistic reference to working class -themed analysis and strategies, duly reported. Beginning in the mid-1960s, however, Muncy identifies a trend in categorization that continues to haunt popular social thought: white people opposed to civil rights and racial integration, without close scrutiny of their actual and varied social roots, began to be pigeonholed in the press as "working class." Based on their prior vocabulary, suggests Muncy, they might have described these voters as "middle class," "lower middle class," or -avoiding class language altogether -"white workers," "white wage-earners," or "white working In particular, he calls our attention both to the longer tradition of Hollywood films centered on conflicts affecting the newspaper business and to the less savory side of the post-1975 era Washington Post, in particular. Perhaps chief among the contradictions haunting the liberal owner-heroes at the Post -be they the Grahams or their present-day successor Jeff Bezos -is their determined destruction of any labor union or a guild presence at the paper.
Those Labor readers who make it a point to keep abreast of new work in the field will see from this issue's Reviews that they have their work cut out for them.
If one often hears invocations of the "transnational" and "global" turn, here, in a bounteous harvest, is the proof of the pudding. Thus, of nineteen reviews, no fewer than thirteen treat subjects that either cross the boundary or lie (in either time or space) entirely outside US national narratives. This motley crew (aptly) includes two books on British naval impressment and single works on Zacatecas urban Indians, colonial Bahamian laborers, Durban's dockworkers, Knights of Labor in Britain, Anglo-Australian labor radicals, Mexican revolutionary artists, and immigrant anarchists. In addition, a strong labor angle is discovered in a revisionist account of Wilsonian internationalism as well as in an explanation of global overfishing. Based on the reviewers' comments, two quite discrete projects may be worth closer attention: one treats the ambivalent impact of the 1982 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms -so different from its US jurisprudential counterparts -on organized labor; the other, a quantitative study of gender and work in early modern Sweden, points to the possibilities of "big data" in social history research. To be sure, other F ink / E ditor 's In t r o duc tion 5 than the ever-increasing diffusion of the historical craft and curiosity, there is no clear rhyme nor reason (and certainly no collusion!) in the books assembled here. But we may hope, slowly but surely, that knowledge of Swedish village life, the South African docks, or maritime tariff wars will enhance the range of questions and awareness of context we customarily bring to North American subjects.
Alas, just as we go to press, we learn that we have lost one of our most cherished colleagues in Ira Berlin . Long a stalwart of Labor as well as a magnificent teacher and path-breaking scholar of slavery, Ira sets a standard from which we will long learn. On very short notice, Susan O'Donovan, his long-time colleague at the University of Maryland's Freedmen and Southern Society Project, offers a touching and informative tribute.
